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FOREWORD

The research described in this report was supported by the Office of
Naval Research under Contract N00014-79-C-0953 with Dr. Robert E. Whitehead
as ONR Contract Technical Monitor.

Additional research on the joined wing concept is now in progress.
This research includes generalized structural analyses and further wind
tunnel tests. Detailed information on these research efforts can be
obtained from the author.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE TESTS

The present report is Volume I of a 2-volume set which describes

wind tunnel test results for a new type of airplane and missile wing,

known as the joined wing. * In Volume I the complete test results are

presented with no analysis. The present volume analyzes the test

results. For ease of reference, certain test data and model configura-

tion details from Volume II are also given in Volume I, but both reports

should be read to obtain a complete account of the tests and the signi-

ficance of their results.

The joined wing concept has been fully described in Ref. 1.

Accordingly only an abbreviated description is given here. The follow-

ing paragraphs describing the joined wing are taken from Ref. 1.

The joined wing is a general concept which involves the combination

of two wings, a fuselage, and a fin, such that the wings form a diamond

shape both in plan view and in front view. Figure I shows a design for

a joined wing manned aircraft. Figure 2 illustrates a design for an

advanced cruise missile employing a foldable joined wing plus a canard.

Many arrangements for joining the wings are possible. Figure 3 shows a

design with the joint located inboard of the tips, while Fig. 4 shows

that the joint can be a winglet, thus returning some aerodynamic benefit

as well as providing the necessary structural tie between the wings.

Advantages claimed for the joined wing include:

* Light weight

a High stiffness

* Low induced drag

a Good transonic area distribution

* High trimmed CLmax

* Reduced wetted area and parasite drag

• T'.S. Patent 3,942,7, 7. Other natents pending.
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a Direct lift control capability

* Direct sideforce control capability

a Good stability and control

These claims have been supported by independent analyses, design

studies and wind tunnel tests, as described in Refs. I and 2.

1.2 TEST OBJECTIVES AND CONFIGURATIONS

Volume II of this report presents full configuration details. For

ease of reference brief configuration descriptions are given below.

Configuration dimensions and areas are given in Table I.

The general objective of the test was to compare the aerodynamic

characteristics of joined wing configurations versus baseline conven-

tional (wing-plus-tail) configurations at low Mach numbers. Thus

several baseline configurations were tested, as follows.

Baseline Configurations

BNvHDv: This is illustrated in Fig. 5. It represents a 0.5 scale

model of an advanced cruise missile which employs a torpedo-shaped fuse-

lage of similar dimensions to the fuselage of the current General

Dynamics Tomahawk sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM). For the advanced

cruise missile considered here the gross wing area full scale is 16.0 f-2.

This is approximately 1.33 times the wing area employed on the Tomahawk.

The wing area was increased to improve maneuver and terrain-following

capability and also to enhance high altitude cruise performance. The

inlets were not represented on the model.

BWHDV: This configuration, shown in Fig. 6, is identical to B3HiDV

except that the nose is shorter. The ratio of fuselage length to span

is 1.38 as opposed to 1.09 for 3BWHDV. This cnfiguration was included

to:



TABLE I. CONFIGURATION DIMENSIONS AND AREAS

Dimensional Data Used for Data Reduction

Conventional Joined Joined Wing

Wing Wing With Canards

Projected Wing Area, S, (ft2) 3.9998 3.9998 3.9998

Wing span, b, (ft.) 6.4625 6.4625 6.4625

Wing mean geometric chord, 0.6189 0.6189 0.6189
c, (ft.)

Moment reference center
location: F.S. (in.) 66.5800 73.0070 67.2306

W.L. (in.) 0 0 0

B.L. (in.) 0 0 0

I7



TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

General Model Dimensional Data

Conventional Wing, W

Total projected wing area (ft2) 3.9977

Exposed wing area (ft2 ) 3.3407

Wetted wing area (ft2 ) 6.8266

Wing mean geometric chord (ft) 0.6186

Wing mean aerodynamic chord(ft) 0.6415

Mean geometric chord of
exposed area (ft) 0.5964

Wing span (measured normal
to fuselage plane of
symmetry (ft) 6.4625

Aspect ratio, b2 /S IG.4415

Sweep: at L.E. (deg) 3.65

at 0.25 chord (deg) 1.83

at 0.50 chord (deg) 0

Dihedral (measured at
wing T.E.) (deg) 3.0

Root chord, CR  (ft) 0.8248

Tip chord, CT (ft) 0.4124

Taper ratio, CT/CR 0.50

Wing location on fuselage:

Root chord L.E. (F.S.,in) 63.9887

0.25 MAC (F.S.,in) 64.8134

0.25 MAC (B.L.,in) 17.240

t3



TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

Joined Wing, F.R. (excluding fin)

F R

Total projected wing area (ft2 ) 2.4000 1.6000

Exposed wing area (ft2 ) 2.0431 1.6208

Wetted wing area (ft2) 4.1782 3.3145

Wing mean geometric chord (ft) 0.3714 0.2476

Wing mean aerodynamic chord (ft) 0.3851 0.2568

Wing span (excluding tip joint
and measured normal to
fuselage plane of symmetry),b (ft) 6.4625 6.4625

Mean geometric chord of

exposed area (ft) 0.3552 0.2471

Wing span including tip
joint, bT (ft) 6.5258 6.5258

Aspect ratio, b2/S 17.4004 26.1006

Aspect ratio, bT 2/S 17.7442 26.6163

Sweep: at L.E. (deg) 30.00 -19.38

at 0.25 chord (deg) 29.17 -20.03

at 0.50 chord (deg) 28.33 -20.68

Dihedral (measured at wing T.E.) (deg) 10.8 - 9.2

Root chord, CR  (ft) 0.4952 0.3301

Tip chord, CT (ft) 0.2476 0.1651

Taper ratio, CT/CR 0.50 0.50

Wing location on fuselage:

Root chord L.E. (F.S.,in) 46.500 85.500

0'.25 MAC (F.S.,in) 57.6051 80.2069

0.25 MAC (B.L.,in) 17.2335 17.2335



TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

Joined Wing Vertical Airfoil Section

Exposed area (ft2) 0.2433

Wetted area (ft2) 0.4975

Mean geometric chord (ft) 0.4700

Mean aerodynamic chord (ft) 0.4820

Span (height), H (ft) 0.5176

Aspect ratio, H2/exposed area 1.1011

SweepL at L.E. (deg) 30.0

at 0.25 chord (deg) 40.395

Root chord (at fuselage
intersection), CR (ft) 0.600

Tip chord (at wing
junction), C_ (ft) 0.340

Taper ratio, CT/CR 0.567

Location on fuselage:

Root chord L.E. (F.S., in) 93.224

Tip chord L.E. (F.S., in) 96.810

0.25 MAC (F.S., in) 96.298

Root chord (W.L., in) 5.000

Tip chord (W.L., in) 11.211
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TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

Horizontal and Vertical Stabilizers, H,V,D

H V+D

Total projected area (ft2 ) 0.9601 0.9601

Exposed area (ft2) 0.5781 0.5781

Wetted area (ft2) 1.1822 1.1822

Mean geometric chord (ft) 0.4500 0.4500

Mean aerodynamic chord (ft) 0.4667 0.4667

Mean geometric chord of
exposed area (ft) 0.4467 0.4467

Span (between tips) (ft) 2.1335 2.1335

Aspect ratio 4.741 4.741

Sweep: at L.E. (deg) 30.0 30.0

at 0.25 chord (deg) 32.930 32.930

at 0.50 chord (deg) 35.677 35.677

Dihedral (deg) 0 0

Root chord on fuselage
, CR (ft) 0.600 0.600

Tip chord, CT (ft) 0.300 0.300

Taper ratio, CT/CR 0.500 0.500

Location on fuselage:

Pivot for incidence angle
change (F.S., in) 113.96 --

Root chord L.E. (F.S., in) 109.00 109.00

0.25 'MAC (F.S., in) 115.327 115.327

0.25 MAC (W.L., in) -- ± 8.534

0.25 MAC (B.L., in) ± 8.534 --

[i



TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

Canard Surfaces

C 30 C6

Total projected area (ft2 ) 0.9601 1.3482

Exposed area (ft2 ) 0.5188 0.4690

Wetted area (ft2 ) 1.0609 0.9509

Mean geometric chord (ft) 0.4500 0.7946

Mean aerodynamic chord (ft) 0.4667 0.7695

Mean geometric chord of
exposed area (ft) 0.3958 1.0959

Span (ft) 2.1335 1.6967

Aspect ratio 4.741 2.1353

Sweep: at L.E. (deg) 30.0 60.0

at 0.25 chord (deg) 32.930 57.50

at 0.50 chord (deg) 35.677 45.00

Dihedral (deg) 0 0

Root chord, CR (ft) 0.600 1.013

Tip chord, CT (ft) 0.300 0.300

Taper ratio, CT/CR 0.500 0.296

Location on fuselage:

Pivot for incidence angle
change (F.S., in) 32.88 32.98

Root chord L.E. (F.S., in) 27.92 19.22

0.25 MAC (F.S., in) 38.448 28.85

measured at 30 relative to aircraft plane of svznme:ry neglecting

tip radius

12



TABLE I. (CONCLUDED)

Body

B B+N

Overall length (ft) 7.052 8.927

Body diameter (constant area
section) (ft) 0.8333 0.8333

Body diameter at base (ft) 0.4375 0.4375

Leading edge (F.S., in) 35.38 12.88

Trailing edge (F.S., in) 120.00 120.00

Tapered aft body L.E. (F.S., in) 109.00 109.00

Constant area section L.E. (F.S., in) 50.42 27.92

Nose shape: semi-elliptical

Semi major axis (in) 15.04 15.04

Minor axis (in) 10.00 10.30

Body wetted area (ft2) 18.7262 21.5362

Ailerons and Elevons

Dimensions given on Fig. 4 of Vol. Ii

Increase in wing wetted area
due to addition of two
ailerons or elevens (ft2) 0.4416

Strakes

Dimensions given on Fig. 5 of Vol. II

increase in wing wetted area
due to addition of two
strakes (ft 2 ) 0.1862

13
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(1) Represent an "airplane-like" configuration,
rather than the cruise missile configuration of
Fig. 5, so as to provide data useful for air-

planes as well as missiles.

(2) Provide a baseline configuration having less
fuselage drag than that of BN I{DV, thus facili-
tating the comparison of joined and conventional
wings.

(3) Provide baseline data on fuselage length effects
on stability parameters such as 3Cmf/ 3CL and C,,,-

Additionally, partial baseline configurations BW, BWDV, and B were

tested to obtain drag build-up data.

Joined Wing Configurations

BFR: This is illustrated in Fig. 7. This represents a short-

fuselage airplane-like configuration; the span and gross horizontal

projected area (GHP area) of the front plus rear wings (FR) respectively

equal the span and GHP area of the monoplane wing (W).

It is most important to note that the selection of equal GHP areas

and spans for the configurations BW and BFR was made solely to facili-

tate fair comparisons of aerodynamic characteristics. When designing a

practical joined wing aircraft or missile configuration the GHP area and

span are selected to optimize the overall aerodynamic-plus-structural

design. Therefore it would be purely coincidental if these parameters

prove to be identical to the corresponding optimized parameters of a

conventional configuration designed to the same specification.

BNFR: As BFR, but with a long cruise missile type fuselage iden-

tical to that employed for BNIWDV (see Fig. 8).

BNFRC30 : (See Fig. 9.) As 3NFR, but with an undihedralled canard

having 300 leading edge sweep. The canard has variable incidence,

pivoting about an unswept axis passing through the fuselage center-

line. This configuration is one of a class of "hybrid" (i.e., joined

wing plus canard) configurations discussed in Ref. I. Such hybrid

configurations are well suited for application with long fuselages, for

16
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which the pure joined wing configuration may require excessive sweep

angles on front and rear wings. One objective of testing 3NFRC 30 was to

determine the canard/joined wing aerodynamic interactions.

BNFRC60 : (See. Fig. 10.) As 3NFRC30 but with 600 sweep on the

canard leading edge.

E: Sheet metal plates added to the front joined wing as shown

in Fig. 11, representing elevons. Both symmetric and anti-symmetric

deflections were tested, by employing bent plates.

A: (See Fig. 11.) Sheet metal plates added to the rear joined

wing to simulate ailerons. Only anti-symmetric deflections were tested.

.: (See Fig. 11.) Sheet metal plates representing strakes or

leading edge extensions of the front joined wing.

The joined wing configurations described above display some

features which are dictated by the cruise missile application. These

include the relatively small vertical tail and low dihedral angles

(=10 deg) on both joined wings. For an aircraft application, where

the wingsand vertical tail are not required to fold inside the fuse-

lage, the joined wing would generally employ dihedral angles of 15 to

20 degrees, with a consequently taller vertical tail joining the fuse-

lage to the rear wing. Cruise missile folding constraints (in parti-

cular, the narrow fuselage) also led to the rather high aspect ratio

(AR = 10.44) employed for both the conventional and joined wings.

Finally, the fuselage dimensions were selected to match those of current

Tomahawk cruise missiles, hence no windshield or landing gear fairings

are modeled.

While the above features yield configurations that are more repre-

sentative of a cruise missile than a manned aircraft, the test results

are nevertheless of value for both applications. The major differences

to be anticipated for an airplane-like configuration relate to the

vertical tail size and dihedral angle. Increasing these would yield

higher directioial stability and lower induced drag.

20
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1.3 SELECTION OF DESIGN LIFT COEFFICIENT AND AIRFOIL DESIGN PROCEDURE

Reference 1 presents cruise missile preliminary design studies of

various configurations including some closely similar to BN.!DV, BFR,
BNFRC3 0 and BNFRC6 0 . For these cruise missile designs the sea level

1 g cruise condition at mean gross weight corresponds to M - 0.7 at

CL - 0.215. As explained below, the airfoils of the joined and conven-

tional wings were optimized for CL - 0.645 at M = 0.20. The Mach number

was reduced to correspond to the Mach number available in the 10' GALCIT

wind tunnel in which the tests were performed. The C, was increased to

match the C, required for a 3 g maneuver. The reasons for selecting

this relatively high design CL are explained below.

A major objective of the test was to determine whether the theore-

tically predicted induced drag advantage of joined wings over conven-

tional wings was achieved in practice. Clearly a comparison of joined

versus conventional wing induced drag requires each wing to be tested at

a moderately high L so that the induced drag is a large fraction of the

total drag. A 3 g (CL - 0.645) condition was therefore selected rather

than a I g (CL - 0.215) condition as the design CL. The 3 g condition

is not necessarily the best choice for an actual cruise missile wing

design. The cruise missile flies for long periods in I g flight and may

require to pull 3 g's only for brief (but important) segments of its

flight, e.g., during terrain-following and when performing terminal

maneuvers. The relative importance of cruise range vs. maneuver capa-

bility will determine the wing design C,. Optimum wing designs for

practical cruise missiles may require relatively low design CL'S. Not-

withstanding this, to achieve the particular test objective mentioned

above a moderately high CL must be selected, so that induced drag com-

parisons wi not be invalidated by the effects of premature flow sepa-

ration.

Airfoil Design Procedure: To obtain a fair comparison between the

joined and conventional wings, the airfoils for each wing were designed

by the same method, comprised of the following steps:

23



(1) Select a common design CL (CL - 0.645) and a
common static margin (6inches on the full
scale configuration).

(2) Compute the optimum twist and camber of both
lifting surfaces (wing + tail, or front + rear
joined wings] to give minimum trimmed induced
drag at the design CL. This computation was
done using the vortex-lattice program of
Ref. 3.

(3) Approximate the computed optimum spanwise vari-
ation of twist and camber by linear spanwise
variations, to simplify model construction.
One linear variation was employed between the
root and 70% of the span, a second linear vari-
ations was employed from 70% span to the tip.

(4) Fit NACA 0009 fairings around the camber lines
obtained from (3).

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the exact and approximate twist and

camber spanwise variations for the joined and conventional wings. in

applying the program of Ref. 3, 22 spanwise rows of horse-shoe vortices

and 5 chordwise rows were employed to model the complete fing. Rooftop

pressure distributions with a - 0.5 were assumed throughout.

The above procedure obviously does not reflect current airfoil

design technology. More efficient airfoils could be designed by con-

sidering thickness and boundary layer effects. However the procedure

has the merits of simplicity and fairness, since it is applied uniformly

to both the joined and conventional wings. As with the choice of design

CL, the requirements of a fair comparative wind tunnel test differ from

those of actual cruise missile aerodynamic optimization.

Fuselage Effects: The vortex-lattice procedure of Ref. 3 does not

model thickness effects and therefore cannot properly compute fuselage

contributions to CMo and 3Cm/3CL . Accordingly it was decided not to

include the fuselage in the vortex-lattice representations. As will be

explained in Section 4, this yielded appreciable differences between

predicted and measured values of Cmo and 3C_/ICL .  if fuselage effects

had been included in the vortex-lattice model the airfoil shapes and

particularly the relative incidences of front and rear lifting surfaces

would be different from those shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

'I
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1.4 TEST CONDITIONS

The tests were performed in the 10' dia. GALCIT lowspeed tunnel at

the California Institute of Technology. As described in Volume II, a

two-point fuselage-mounted trunnion support system was employed.

Tests were conducted at dynamic pressures (q) of 3.75, 7.5, and

15.0 lb/ft 2 corresponding to tunnel speeds of 56, 79, and 112 fps, as

shown in the run schedule (Table 2). Many of the Joined wing tests were

performed at q - 15 lb/ft 2 to facilitate comparison with monoplane tests

performed at q - 3.75 lb/ft 2 . This 4:1 ratio of dynamic pressures

yields equal Reynolds numbers based on mean geometric chord (MGC), e.g.,

Mean Geometric Chord of Monoplane Wing (W) 0.6189 ft

Reynolds No./Ft at q - 3.75 lb/ft 2  357,264.4

Reynolds No. Based on MGC at q - 3.75 lb/ft2  0.22 x 106

Average of Mean Geom. Chords of Front and
Rear Joined Wings - (1/2) x (0.3714 + 0.2476) 0.3095 ft

Reynolds No./Ft at q - 15.0 lb/ft 2  714,528.8

Reynolds No. Based on Ave. MGC at q = 15.0 ft/ft
2  0.22 x 106

Of course, the body Reynolds numbers (based on body length) are not

equal at q - 3.75 and q - 15.0 lb/ft 2 , hence isolated-body test runs

were performed at these q's to permit the body drag to be subtracted

from the total measured drag. This is discussed fully in Section 2.

The relatively low Reynolds numbers of the tests were dictated by

model strength considerations. Because of cost constraints, the wings

of the conventional and joined wing configurations were fabricated frrn

wood (maple) with no metal reinforcing spars. Such uniform (sciid)

construction is acceptable for cantilever wings but is badly suited to

Joined wings. Care was taken to force transition, and no unexpected

effects of the Reynolds number limitations are apparent from the data

analysis. Nevertheless, it is clear that the strength advantages of the

joined wing for full-scale (hollow) wings are not obtainable vith model

2 7



TABLE 2. INDEX OF RUNS

(Nomenclature defined on pages 16 through 20)

__ __ Settings, Deg.

Run Model q,
No. Configuration Test ib/f_ 2  

'I I iC L -R

1 BWHDV P 6i SP 3.75 Vary 0 0 .. .. ..

2 + T '' '' '' U -- --
S

3 it + "t" + SP 7.50 "" . . .

4 " + " Y6 " 0 Vary " .. .. ..

5 to + of .. + SP 10 .. . -0 . .I

6 " + " P 3 Vary 0 10 .. .. .

7 If + "" -10

8 BN'WIDV +-" "0 S " " " ..

9 " +" Y6" 0 Vary . .

10 + 10 " " .. .. ..

11 BDV + " P" Vary 0 ..

12 BW +" "

13 " t " " 3.75 .... -.

14 B + " " + SP 7.50 .. .. -.

15 + " 3.75 .. .. -.

16 " + " " + SP 15.00

17 BFR + T " " to" .. .. ..
sl

18 ' + T "'" .. .. .. ..

19 '' + ITt ' + SP it It " . .. .
19 aLS2

20 " + " " 7.50 . -..
21 " +" Y 15.00 0 Vary .. .. .

22 " +" " " 5 "I .. .. .. ..

23 " + " + Tufts TP 7.50 Vary " .. .. .. ..

I I I IIi • , , , , , , ,,. . . . .. .. . . . .



TABLE 2.

INDEX OF RUNS (CONT'D.)

Settings, Deg.Run Model q,

No. Configuration Test lb/ft 2  a g LH iC L OR

24 BNFR + T Pa 15.00 Vary 0

25 " + " Y6 " 0 Vary

26 + if" 5 - - - -

27 BNFRC 30 + "P3 Vary 0 -

I I

28 " + 0 Vary"-5 ,--

29 iti +t it 5-- I -

30 it + P 3i Vary 0 -- 10 -- -

31 if + I -3 - -

if

32 BNFRC~o + " 0 -- 0 -- --

33 ".+ " " 0 V -- 10 --

ifi

34 " +" " " " -- 5 -- --

35 7.50 0

36 BFR +T" " 15.00 " " -- 0- --

37 BFRS +T " " I -- .. i0 --

S2

38 to + Y63 Vary I-

39 BFRSE + "P3 Vary 0 - ~ -10 j-10

I&0 of.1 +tI t I .. ~.- 101 I

41 '' + UI II I- I10
42 of + I II - - -- 10

43 of +"" If " . .5 0 0

44 + ". IIt + 6- 10 -10

45 I tt 0 -- i 0 --0 10
4" 15 0 "1 , " i

46 BFRSA +" P " V -- -- ,10 -10

-I9



TABLE 2. (CONCLUDED)

Settings, Deg.
Run Model q,
No. Configuration Test lb/ft 2  g H i C L R

47 BFRSA + T P6 15.00 Vary 0. -10 10S2

48 t + " P " " t-- 0 0

49 BFRS + " " 7.50 " - --. ..

50 " + oSP "

51 " + " TW 4.00 "

52 BNFRSC6 o+ " " " "- 0 .. ..

5 3 " + " P 3 7 .50 " " .. .

54 BNFRSC30 + " TW 4.00 IV " if

55 + " P 3 7.50 " " ..

56 BFR " it



wings made of solid, uniform material. This effect may be important

for future joined wing tunnel tests, particularly tests at high Mach

numbers. Therefore a full discussion of the effect is given in Appen-

dix A.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE HAIN TEXT OF THIS REPORT

Section 2 analyzes the drag data, with particular reference to

validating the predicted induced drag advantage of joined wings over

monoplane wings. Comparisons of predicted and measured parasite drag

are also given.

Section 3 analyzes the measured lift characteristics, particularly

CLmax"

Section 4 presents an analysis of the trim and pitching moment

characteristics and a comparison with the characteristics predicted by

vortex-lattice methods. Elevon effectiveness is also analyzed. The

effect of trim on drag and CLmax is also discussed in Section 4.

Section 5 presents analyses of lateral stability and control char-

acteristics.

Conclusions and recommendations for further work are given in Sec-

tion 6.

Appendix A discusses structural aspects of joined wing wind tunnel

models.
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2.0 DRAG ANALYSIS

2.1 ORGANIZATION OF THIS SECTION

This section first shows that the variation of CD with CL for all

the configurations tested closely fits an equation of the "offset drag

polar" form

(CL - CLx) 2

CD - CDmin + -(L T) (1)-TAe.

where CDmin, ex, CLx are constants; whereas the "non-offset" form,

Eq. 2,

CL
CD CDmin + (2)

only fits to the data if extremely large variations of e with C. are

permitted.

Next, the minimum drag coefficient of the principal configurations

tested is compared with theoretical predictions based on skin friction

calculations. It is shown that, for the joined wing configurations,

CDmin is slightly higher than predicted by skin friction considerations.

The increment in Cmin is shown to be related to the offset of the drag

polar, i.e., the parameter CLx in Eq. 1, and it is postulated that it

is related to the component of induced drag which exists for twisted

wings at zero total CL. It is shown that, with the CD min increment

included, the theoretically predicted induced drag advantage of the

joined wing is attained or surpassed over the C, range of nost interest.

2.2 SPAN-EFFICIENCY FACTOR COMPARISONS

Figure 14 compares CD - CDmin versus C. for representative conven-

tional and joined wing configurations BW and BFR respectively, oper-

ating at the same average wing Reynolds number.* Figure 15(a) shows the

span-efficiency factor obtained by fittinF Eq. 2 to the data of Fig. 14.

_Te effects of the transition strips T., Ts 2 , are discussed later

(p. 53).
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By allowing the span-efficiency factor, e, to vary with GL , Eq. I

can be fitted to the measured CD vs. CL data. Figures 15(a) and 15(b)

illustrate the resulting variation of e with CL for CL > CLx, where CLx

is the CL for minimum CD. Figure 15(b) compares the joined wing con-

figuration versus a conventional "tail-on" baseline configuration, while

in Fig. 15(a) the baseline configuration is "tail-off." For each of

these figures the Reynolds number based on mean geometric chord CMGC) of

the monoplane equals the average of the Reynolds numbers of the front

and rear joined wings based on their individual MGC's.

For purposes of computing the e variations shown in Figs. 15(a)

and 15(b), the spans of the joined and monoplane wings were both taken

as 6.4625 ft, giving equal aspect ratios A - 10.4415. If the tip joint

member is included in the span of the joined wing its span increases

to 6.5258 ft, giving A - i0.6470. Using this basis the joined wing

e values shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) would be reduced by a factor of

(6.4625/6.5258)- - 0.9807, i.e., a reduction of 1.93%. As shown by the

results graphed on Figs. 1 , 15(a) and 15(b), vhichev~r e 4s selectec, is

clear that at low aiA moderate CL'S (e.g., below CL 0.7) the span-

efficiency factor is higher for the joined wing.

Letcher (Ref. 4) has calculated exact theoretical span-efficiency

factors for optimally loaded wings forming a diamond-shaped front view.

This class includes the joined wing, since by Munk's stagger theorem the

optimum e is unaffected by sweep, provided that the twist and camber are

optimized. Letcher's exact result has been verified by a numerical

optimization procedure described by Kuhlman in Ref. 5. Figure 15(c) is a

reproduction of Kuhlman's Fig. 4 which illustrates this verification.

The present configuration employs dihedral angles of +10.8 degrees

(front wing) and -9.2 degrees (rear wing). Taking a mean dihedral

angle of 10 degrees, Letcher's results yield an exact theoretical span-

efficiency factor e - 1.0486.

From the line at e - 1.0486 shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) one

could conclude that the joined wing attains (or slightly exceeds) its

theoretically predicted induced drag reduction at the design CL, that

-'6
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below the design CL the induced drag reduction is greater than pre-

dicted, and that at high CL'S the induced drag of the joined wing is

greater than that of the monoplane. However this conclusion, while not

incorrect, ignores some important questions. For example:

1. Are the Dmin values comparable for both the
joined wing and conventional configurations?

2. What effect, if any, do the transition strips
have on the variation of CD versus C,?

3. Can the large variations in e be avoided by
curve-fitting the data with Eq. 1, instead of
Eq. 2?

Question I is particularly important, since it would be disadvanta-

geous to the joined wing if its apparent gain in e were counterbalanced

by a large increase in CDmin* This question cannot be answered by com-

paring the measured values of CDmin of runs made at the same wing

Reynolds numbers, because the fuselage Reynolds numbers differ by a

factor of 2:1 stemming from the 4:1 ratio of dynamic pressures required

to yield the equal wing Reynolds numbers.

Section 2.4 addresses Question 2 in detail by comparing theoretical

versus measured CDmin values for components and complete configurations.

First, however, Question 3 will be studied in Section 2.3.

2.3 DETERMINATION OF e. AND C x

Figures 16 and 17 graph the CD and CL data graphed in Figs. 14 and

15 in an alternative form, i.e., VCD - CDmin versus CL ' inspection of

Figs. 16 and 17 shows that, for the configurations BFR (Run 19) and BW.

(Run 13), Eq. I provides a close fit to the measured data for C,'s below

those at which large-scale separation occurs. Table 3 generalizes this

curve-fitting process by presenting e. and CLx values computed for all

the tested configurations for which drag polars were measured.

Table 3 illustrates the results of least-squares cur"e-fits, fitting

equations of the form:

" bx' + a (3)
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to measured data expressed as

(CL - CLx)" 4

(CD - CDmin) - i x 10.4415 x ex

Only data for CLx < CL < 0.7 were employed, to avoid the separated flow

regimes. The quantity R given in Table 3 is a measure of the closeness

with which Eq. 4 fits the data. R is a correlation coefficient defined

from:

S / - (Ex "EZ )1 
2

R 2  - yn _I 21)
X2 (Zx)2] 2-r-1

where

n - Number of points

y - CD - CDmin

x - (CL - CLx)2

for a perfect curve-fit R = 1.0.

The most significant data in Table 3 are those taken in runs for

which the number of data points was large (n >_ 5). For n = 2 the curve-

fitting process yields R - I automatically, and R loses its significance.

With this proviso it is found that (except for Run 1) the values of R

are close to unity throughout, indicating that the drag data are closely

fitted by Eq. 4. (Run 1 was performed without transition strips and the

graphed data of Volume II indicates that a laminar bucket was formed.)

Figure 18 graphs the values of ex and CLx from Table 3. With the

exception of Runs 7 and 41 (discussed below) there is remarkably little

scatter in the data. A suggested single empirical curve-fit valid for

conventional configuration (tail-on and tail-off), joined wing and

hybrid configurations is

ex  - 0.90 - 1.70 Cx (6)
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The divergent points for Runs 7 and 41 are both associated with

large applied nose-up pitching moments, due to canard incidence (Run 41)

or horizontal tail setting (Run 7). The mild divergence of some other runs

may be a consequence of the small number of data points available for

the runs in the prescribed CL range (CLX < CL < 0.7).

Figure 18 indicates that the joined wing and hybrid configurations

yield higher CLx values but lower ex values than the tail-on and tail-

off conventional configurations. This observation must be interpreted

carefully. it must not be inferred that a high value of CLx indicates

that, when operating at CL - CLx the configuration has zero induced

drag. On the contrary, the measured CDmin may contain an appreciable

induced drag component. This component must be determined for both the

joined and conventional wings in order to complete the induced drag

comparison. The following subsection describes how this component is

found.

2.4 PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS OF CDmin

Direct comparison of the measured %min values for each complete

configuration tested is of little value for reaching general conclusions

regarding the relative drag of joined and conventional wings. This is

because each configuration contains components having different wetted

areas operating at different Reynolds numbers. For example, at q = 3.75

and q = 15.0 the average Reynolds numbers of the joined and monoplane

wings are similar, but the fuselage Reynolds numbers are in a 2:1 ratio.

Furthermore, the wetted area of the joined wing employed here is larger

than that of the monoplane wing, because of dihedral and fuselage shielding.

An alternative approach, employed below, is to compare the measured

drag of each configuration versus the drag predicted by a standard pro-

cedure. This method, described in such texts as Refs. 6 and 7, employs

the equation: -

k x' Cfn x x F
CDmin Sk x - Swet,n (7)
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where

S Reference area for C.

Swet, n  Wetted area of nth component of the vehicle

Cfn Flat plate skin friction coefficient of
nth component

Fn  Form factor of nth component, defined as
the ratio of the experimentally determined
drag of that component in isolation to the
product CfSwetq for that component, where
q = dynamic pressure

k A factor applied to account for drag due to
leaks and interference

E Denotes a summation of the contributions of
all components of the vehicle

For present purposes it is convenient to put k - 1.0, and to adjust Fn

to match the measured CDmin. Then, by comparing the resulting Fn values

for joined versus conventional configurations, a fair comparison can be

made of minimum drag characteristics, including the induced drag compo-

nent of CDmjn. The comparison is fair because the joined and conven-

tional wings tested have identical thickness/chord ratios and similar

amounts of camber (taking the average of front and rear wing cambers

for the joined wing pair). Comparing the joined wing data for
-, I

q - 15.0 lb/ft' with the monoplane data for q = 3.75 lb/ft- assures

equal average wing Reynolds numbers.

Some minor complications arise because of the effects of fuselage

drag, wing taper, tail surfaces and transition strips. These points are

explained below.

Fuselage Drag. To apply Eq. 7 to comparisons of wings it is neces-

sary to remove the fuselage drag. This is done by subtracting the

isolated-fuselage CD at the angle of attack, axt corresponding to CLx of

the complete configuration tested. The isolated-fuselage CD'S for the

appropriate dynamic pressure are obtained from Runs 14, 15, and '6, and
are graphed on Fig. 19. Table 4 lists the body-off CD's calculated by

this subtractive procedure.

5
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Wing Taper. Cf is calculated from the Prandtl formula for a fully-

turbulent flat plate (Refs. 6 and 7).

0.455
Cf - (8)

(log10 Re) 2 "58

At the relatively low Reynolds numbers of the present tests Cf is a

strong function of Reynolds number. Therefore it is not sufficiently

accurate to compute Cf from Re based on the mean geometric chord of the

exposed area of each component. Instead, for large components (such as

front and rear joined wings and the monoplane wing) the variation of C4

and Fn from root to tip must be allowed for, by means of a weighting

factor, Fw , defined as:

Fw CfRoot x FnRoot + CfTip " FnTip  (9)

2 x CfMGC x Fr,4GC

where the root, tip, and MGC Reynolds numbers are computed at the appro-

priate locations on the exposed area of each surface. Table 5 lists

these Reynolds numbers. Table 6 presents the associated values of C,

Fn , and F .

The form factors at the root, tip, and MGC required for Eq. 9 are

obtained from two-dimensional test data on similar airfoils. Figure 20

graphs such data, taken from Ref. 8, for NACA 4409 at CL - 0.3. These

data were obtained in a turbulent wind tunnel, but show similar trends

to the more recent data of Ref. 9 (for the same airfoil and CL) obtained

from a low turbulence tunnel. (The Ref. 9 data points are also shorwn on

Fig. 20.)

Tail Surfaces. Figure 21 shows Fn for the XACA 0009 airfoil

employed in the fin of the joined wing, the horizontal dorsal and ven-

tral tails of the conventional configuration, and the 30-degree sweep

canard. The two-dimensional drag data used for Fig. 21 were obtained

from Ref. 8. No taper correction is necessary because of the small size

of the tail surfaces. The form factor shown in Fig. 21 applies for zero

angle of attack, hence it predicts too low a drag for the complete
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configuration when the tail surfaces are at non-zero angle of attack.

The most accurate prediction occurs when the tail incidence is such that

the tail carries no lift.

Transition Strips. Since transition strips were employed to force

transition at 5% chord it would be more accurate to compute Cf in Eq. 7

for a 95% turbulent flat plate rather than a fully turbulent flat plate,

as was done here. However, the gain in accuracy was found to be negli-

gible and did not justify the added complication.

A more important consideration of transition strips relates to

their added drag. Figure 22 shows the variation of the drag of joined

wing configuration BFR with various thicknesses of transition strip.

The graph of Fig. 22 indicates that transition was forced even with a

transition strip only 0.005 in. high, since extrapolation of the varia-

tion of CD with strip height yields a CD higher than the CD with no

strip. (See Ref. 10 for explanation of this criterion for determining

whether transition has been forced.) To compare joined versus conven-

tional wing drag coefficients it is desirable that the comparison should

be made at equal values of h/c, where h = height of transition strip and

c = mean geometric chord of exposed area. For the monoplane with tran-

sition strip Th, which is 0.015 in. high, h/c = 0.0021. The joined wing

was tested with transition strips 0.005, 0.010, and 0.015 in. high (Ts3 ,

Ts2, and T. 1 , respectively).* These give h/c values of 0.0014, 0.0028

and 0.0042 where c is the average of the front and rear wing MGC's.

Thus for the most accurate drag comparison, the monoplane drag results

should be compared against the average of results obtained for the

joined wing with 0.005 and 0.010 inch strips. For example, Run 13 data

on Configuration BW + Ts may be compared against the average of the data

obtained in Run 36 (BFR + Ts3) and Run 19 (BFR + Ts2). This will be

done in the drag comparison given below.

See Volume :I for further details of the transition strips.
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2.5 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF CDmin

The minimum drag coefficient for various body-off configurations

was calculated by Eq. 7, with the Fn values for the monoplane wing and

joined wings initially set equal to 1.0. Taper correction factors from

Table 6 were applied and tail surface form factors from Fig. 21 were

employed. The resulting %min was ratioed to the body-off CDmin deduced

from the test results for the same configuration and dynamic pressure.

Table 7 lists the values of this ratio, denoted as k'. These values of

k' yield the difference in (CDi)min between the joined and conventional

wing configurations, as explained below.

Consider two configurations "C" and "D". By definition their

minimum drag coefficients are given by:

CDDmeasured CDDpredicted x k (10)

CDCmeasured CDCpredicted x C  (1!

If the configurations employ airfoils of the same general type, with

similar cambers and thicknesses, and if both configurations have a

similar degree of aerodynamic cleanness one would expect that k would

equal kL, in which case the following equation would be satisfied:

CDDmeasured = CDDpredicted x kC (12

In practice Eq. 12 will not be satisfied exactly, and from the defini-

tions of Eqs. 10 and 11 it follows that:

CDDmeasured CDDpredicted , k + (kD - kc) CDDpredicted(13

j'x pected ."Unexpected

Drag" Drag"

The last term in Eq. 13 represents that part of CDD which cannot be pre-

dicted from test data on Configuration "C". For purposes of comparing a
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TABLE 7. MINIMUM DRAG PARAMETER k' FOR
BODY-OFF CONFIGURATIONS

Dynamic ** A
Run Pressure Partial k --

No. q Conf igurat ion A B B
lb/ft 2

2 3.75 W14V + Ts , iH = 0 0.0226 0.0133 1.6992

3 7.5 WHDV + Ts, iB H 0 0.0204 0.0112 1.8230

6 7.5 WMV + Ts, iH = 10 0.0203 0.0112 1.8125

7 7.5 WJHDV + Ts, i = -10 0.0392 0.0112 3.5000

11 7.5 WDV + T, i = 0 0.0159 0.0100 1.5900

12 7.5 W + T 0.0136 0.0089 1.5281s

13 3.75 W + Ts  0.0168 0.0105 1.5667

17 15.0 FR + Tsl 0.0193 0.0119 1.6218

18 15.0 FR + T5  0.0230 0.0119 1.9320

s219 15.0 FR + Ts2  0.0212 0.0119 1.7315

20 7.5 FR + Ts2 0.0239 0.0145 1.5483

36 15.0 FR + Ts3  0.0209 0.0119 1.7563

37 15.0 FRS + Ts 2  0.0236 0.0121 1.9504

39 15.0 FRSE + Ts2 , 0 = -10 0.0239 0.0127 1.8819

41 15.0 FRSE + Ts 2 , 3E = 10 0.0255 0.0127 2.0079

43 15.0 FRSE + Ts, 5 . 0 0.0251 0.0127 1.9764

49 7.5 FRS + Ts2  0.0239 0.0149 1.6040

A = CD of partial configuration frcm test at C
of complete configuration

** 3 = Predicted C . of partial configturation w-'ith

with Fn = . 0
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joined wing Configuration ("D") versus a conventional configuration

("C") the last term in Eq. 13 represents a drag penalty on "D", which we

denote as ACD.

ACD - (kD - kC) x CDDpredicted

-kD (i- 1 ) CDDpredictedkD )

CDDmeasured I- -
kD

Table 8 presents ACD values for various pairs of configurations computed

using the data given in Table 7.

The most significant comparison in Table 8 relates the joined wing

configurations of Runs 19 and 36 to the tail-off monoplane configuration

of Run 13. This comparison is illustrated in Fig. 23 which graphs

(CD + ACD - CDmin) for a pair of configurations "C" and "D". The base-

line, "C", is the monoplane configuration of Run 13.* The "." joined

wing configuration is the mean of Runs 19 and 36. (As explained pre-

viously, the mean is taken to obtain a consistent ratio of transition

strip height to wing chord.)

The relative lift-dependent drag of the two configurations of

Fg. 23 can be obtained by ratioing (CD + ACD - CDmin) from Fig. 23 at

various %'s. Figure 24 shows the result. This figure indicates that,

at the design C, (= 0.645), the lift-dependent drag of the monoplane

(with %CD included in lift-dependent drag) is 1.09 times that of the

joined wing configuration. On the basis of Letcher's exact theoretical

results graphed in Fig. 15(c) a ratio of 1.0486 would be expected. Hence,

at the design CL, the joined wing has less total drag than predicted.

Some possible explanations of this are given below, after a discussion

of the relative lift-dependent drag at off-design C,s.

As shown by Figs. 23 and 24, the joined wing has less lift-

dependent drag than the monoplane for 0.33 < CL < 0.70. At low C,'S the

situation is reversed. This behavior is a consequence of the higher C,,

*or the baseline configuration 'CD is zero, by definition.
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TABLE 8. CALCULATED MINIMUM DRAG INCREMENT, ICD

CD® - CD "CD ®_
of Partial

I.D. of Partial Dyn. of ial Ratio of

Configurations Run Pr at C I -Land( No. q of ia

© and® of ToM k
Ib/ft Config. , CD

from Test x CD®

D - FR + Ts2 19 15.0 0.0212 0.9357 0.00136

C - U + T 13 3.75

D - FR + Ts4  36 15.0 0.0209 0.9490 0.00107

C = W + T 13 3.75
s

D - FR + T s4 36 15.0 0.0209 0.9675 0.00068

C = HDV + Ts, i= 2 3.75

D - FR + T 2  19 15.0 0.0212 0.9538 0.00098

C - WHDV + Ts, iH=O 2 3.75

D = WIMV + Ts , 1H=O 6 7.5 0.0203 1.005 9 -0.00012

C = " + " , H=O 3 7.5

D = t1DV + Ts , iH -- 0 7 7.5 0.0392 0.52086 0.02042

C . " + " , H=0 3 7.5

D - FRSE + Ts2' 
5 E-0  43 15.0 0.0251 0.9014 0.00245

C - FR + Ts 2  19 15.0

D - FRSE + Ts2, 6 10 41 15.0 0.0255 0.8873 0.00287

C - FR + Ts 2  19 15.0

D - FRSE - Ts2, 6 E-10 39 15.0 0.0239 1.1107 -0.00264

C = FR + Ts 19 15.0

From Table 7
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of the joined wing and the fact that this increase in CLx is accompanied

by a drag coefficient increment ACD.

If ACD is partly due to induced drag it may be correlated with

the induced drag differential between the two configurations at their

respective CLX' s. Thus it is of interest to correlate ACD versus the

quantity:

1 [(CLxD)2 (CLxc)2]
A 10486 1.00

where "D" denotes joined wing, and "C" denotes monoplane. Figure 25

shows this correlation for four pairs of configurations indicated by the

run numbers for each pair. As explained previously, to obtain compar-

able transition strip height/chord ratios the mean of Runs 19 and 36

should be selected. The mean points on Fig. 25 fall near a line of

slope 0.5. Although the data are limited, it would appear that CD is

to some extent correlated with the function of CLX given above, and is

partly due to induced drag.

2.6 INDUCED DRAG: CONCLUSIONS AND CONSEOUENCES

Although induced drag can be calculated theoretically, it cannot

be precisely measured experimentally for a twisted wing because the

component of induced drag at minimum total drag cannot be measured

separately. This "baseline CDi" has been included in the oarasi:e-

drag efficiency factor k' in the analysis given above. By fixing equal

k' values for both the joined and monoplane wings FR and W, the drag

increment of the former (,%CD) has been wholly assigned to induced drag.

(This assignment is somewhat arbitrary, but it provides the simplest

basis for comparison. Any other choice would involve unequal k" values

for the FR and W and would require simultaneous consideration of '" and

induced drag.) On this basis it is clear from Figs. 23 and 24 that for

0.33 < CL < 0.67 the Joined wing has less induced drag than thecretically,

predicted. Indeed, at C, = 0.4 the induced drag is 1.0486/1.45 = 72% of

the predicted level. This is a valuable result for practical applica-

tions since it extends the benefit of induced drag savings to lower 2.'s
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than the design CL. In other words, the drag reduction decreases with C,

less rapidly than CL. The joined wing thus overcomes an objection that

has been raised against other nonplanar devices such as winglets, i.e.,

that such devices give the largest drag reduction at CL'S which are too

high for cruise.

The reasons why the joined wing performs better than predicted at

moderate CL's are discussed below. The increases of induced drag at low
CL's (CL < 0.33) and high CL'S (CL > 0.67) are also discussed.

Standard methods of induced drag analysis assume that the vortex

sheets shed by each lifting surface do not drift downwards relati.'e to

the free-stream direction. The neglect of this downward drift was

recognized by Munk in his classical formulation of the Stagger Theorem,

published in 1921 (Ref. ii). Munk's work was focused on biplane con-

figurations having small stagger. This approximation has been retained

in subsequent analyses of induced drag of configurations having hignly

staggered multiple lifting surfaces (e.g., Refs. 3 and 5). T.e approxi-

mation is also implicit in our application of Letcher's results for

(unstaggered) diamond wings to (staggered) joined wings having identical

Trefftz-plane configurations. Neglecting the downward drift of the

vortex sheet shed by the front wing overestimates the downwash at the

rear joined wing. We believe this to be the major factor causing the

induced drag to be overpredicted at moderate CL'S. It would be of

interest to analyze the joined wing by a free-wake computer program,

which would avoid the above-described limitations of fixed-wake analyses.

Note that the joined wing tested here employed untypically shallow dihe-

dral angles and moderate sweeps. The overprediction of induced drag

would be expected to be greater for more typical joined wings.

The lift results analyzed in Section 3 indicate that the joined wing

develops vortex lift at high C 's. This is generally associated with an

increase of induced drag, and is believed to be the cause of the fall-off

in span-efficiency factor at high r

Figure 23 shows a noticeable induced drag penalty for the joined wing

at CL's below the C. for I "g" flight (CL = 0.215). rhis is believed to

L6t



be due to the high CLx of the joined wing. It is anticipated that the

joined wing's performance at low lift coefficients could be improved by

adopting a lower design CL. Thus some of the benefit at high CL could be

traded to obtain lower induced drag for flight at very low C 's, if such

flight is of sufficient practical importance. Note also that the elevon

deflection required to trim greatly reduces the joined wing's drag

penalty at low CL . This is shown in Section 4.2 in the subsection on

trim drag.
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF LIFT CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section analyzes the lift characteristics of the conventional

and joined wing configurations tested. leasured lift curve slopes are

correlated with theoretical predictions from vortex-lattice computa-

tions, and the maximum lift capabilities of the various configurations

are compared on a uniform basis.

3.2 LIFT CURVE SLOPES

Lift curve slopes were extracted by differencing adjacent data

points. Thus the lift curve slope was calculated at a series of mean

angles of attack given by

am 2 (17)
2

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote adjacent data points, and the lift curve

slope at C1. is calculated as:

C CL2  CLl

Figure 26 illustrates typical results for monoplane and joined wing

configurations. Because no smoothing has been employed in differenti-

ating the C. - a variation, Fig. 26 exhibits considerable scatter.

Allowing for this scatter, it appears that at a= 0 the lift-curve

slope of the joined wing configuration 3FR is lower than that of the

tail-off monoplane BW. This result is predicted by theory, as discussed

below. Figure 26 also indicates that, below the stall, the lift-curve

slope decreases with angle of attack more rapidly for the joined wing

than for the conventional wing.
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Table 9 compares experimentally determined lift-curve slopes versus

slopes predicted by a vortex-lattice digital computer program similar to

that described in Ref. 12. (An updated version of this program given in

Ref. 13 was employed.) Twenty-two spanwise rows of vortices and 5

chordwise rows were employed to model the joined and conventional wings,

with 4 spanwise and 5 chordwise rows for canard and tail surfaces. Each

surface was modeled by its gross planform, i.e., no account was taken of

the interruption of the leading and trailing edges by the fuselage. No

attempt was made to model the fuselage. (Note that for the short fuse-

lage B the measured lift-curve slope is only 0.17 per radian. For the

long fuselage BN, using data from runs 3 and 5, the lift-curve slope is

estimated as 0.19 per radian.)

Table 9 indicates that the vortex-lattice method accurately

predicts the lift curve slope at a - 0 for the tail-off conventional

configuration. For the other configurations the vortex-lattice method

overestimates the lift curve slope. The vortex-lat:ice method would

TABLE 9. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL LIFT CURVE SLOPES

3CL/hO

Dynamic Measured from (3C /Ta)
n Configuration Pressure Vortex- L .x't

No. at a , 0 Lattice (3 CL/ a)oTheory Tiheory

(I1b/ft) (rad - ) (rad -

1 BWHDV, i1 = 0 3.75 5.39 6.01 0.90

2 3WHDV + T_, i 0 7.5 5.66 6.01 0.94

13 BW + T 3.75 5.20 5.24 0.99s

14 B + Ts  15.0 0.17 ....

16 B + T 7.5 0.17 ....

19 BFR + s 2  15.0 4.41 4.82 0.91

27 BNFRC + Ts 2 , i C , 0 15.0 5.10 6.6 0.77

32 3NFRC 60 + Tsa2 , i C  0 15.0 4.76 Not available
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give more accurate results if fuselage/tail and fuselage/canard inter-

ference effects were modeled. This may require representation of fuse-

lage thickness (e.g., by doublets) which is beyond the capabilities of

the programs of Refs. 12 and 13. The nonlinearity of the CL vs. a

relationship is not predicted by the vortex-lattice methods employed.

This is ascribed to the fact that the methods employ the following

approximations:

(1) No variation in the wind-axis coordinates of the con-
figuration components is made as the vehicle is rotated
to increase overall angle of attack. (In Refs. 12 and
13 each component is rotated individually.)

(2) The downward drift of the vortex sheet shed by each
lifting surface is neglected.

These approximations are more important for joined wing configurations

than for conventional wing-tail configurations particularly if a canard-

plus-joined wing is employed because such a configuration extends Over a

larger longitudinal distance than an equivalent monoplane wing-plus-

tail.

In summary, standard vortex-lattice methods predict ;CT/3a at x = 0

with good accuracy for the isolated wing, but overestimate dCL/3 y

approximately 10% for the wing/tail combination and for the joined wing,

and by approximately 29% for the joined wing/canard combination.

3.3 MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT

Figure 27 compares the variation of lift coefficient -with angle of

attack for monoplane, joined wing and hybrid (joined wing plus canard)

configurations. The data shown in this graph are for untrimmed configu-

rations; trimmed CLmax comparisons are given later in this section.

In Fig. 27 the high-C L data for the configurations embodying a

joined wing were taken at a dynamic pressure of 7.5 lb/ft and there-

fore at a lower Reynolds number than the monoplane data obtained at

3.75 lb/ft dynamic pressure. For the latter Re = 0.20 A 106, while tie

joined wing had Reynolds number3 of 0.17 x 106 and 0.11x 106 on front

and rear wings respectively. Despite this, the untrimmed C. of the
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joined wing is approximately 3% higher than that of the monoplane. The

Joined wing also exhibits a less abrupt stall; with the strake installed

the CL - a curve was essentially flat from a - 12 deg to a - 22 deg

which was the highest angle of attack tested.

For the hybrid configuration with the 600 sweep canard the lift

coefficient increases monotonically with angle of attack up to the

maximum angle of attack tested (22 degrees). At this angle of attack a

CL of 1.45 is attained, with no indication that this represents a maxi-

mum.

In assessing the above results it must be noted that the CL'S

quoted are for untrimmed configurations. In addition, although all

configurations employ the same reference area, each configuration has a

different exposed lifting surface area. To compare the maximum lift

capability of the various configurations on a uniform basis the follow-

ing parameter is used:

Trimmed Lift
CLexp ' Dynamic Pressure x Exposed Area of Lifting Surfaces

(Vertical tail surfaces are not included in the above exposed area.)

It is also desirable to select a common static margin for all

configurations. Accordingly a static margin of zero was selected, and

the Cm data given in Volume II was transferred to a moment center which

gives approximately zero static margin at CL - 0.645. Figures 28 and 29

show the resulting CM - CL graphs, with Cm referred to such a moment

center. Because the graphs are somewhat nonlinear the moment center

does not yield zero static margin at all C,'s; however at the design

C. of 0.645, 3Cm/3CL is essentially zero.

Figure 30 summarizes the results of this comparison, with addi-

tional information given in Table 10. It is clear that despite the

lower Reynolds number the joined wing with elevons develops a C.exp

which is at least 7% greater than that attained by the conventional

wing-plus-tail configuration. The hybrid configuration BNFRSC 60 gives

still further improvement, increasing C7 exp to more than "9 of that

of the trimmed monoplane, with no sign that tis a max-mum.

Trirned CLax comparisons are i':en in g. 2O.
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TABLE 10. MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT COMPARISON

Exposed
Area of Dynamic Run C max CLex ai

Configuration Lifting Pressure Lma t r ex a
Nos. Trimmed TrimmdRai

Surfaces
(ft ) (lb/ft

*BWDV + Ts, iH - 30 3.9188 3.75 3, 1.16 1.184 100%

6,
7

*BFRSE + Ts2 , aE 
13 0 3.9778 7.5 39, 1.26 1.267 107%

41,
43

**BNFRC60 + Ts2, iC 00 4.1329 7.5 35 >1.45 >1.4025 >119%

***BFR + Ts2  3.6639 7.5 20 1.132 1.236 104%

Static margin = zero at CL = 0.645.

**Static margin = zero at CL - 1.4; large positive static margin

at C - 0.645.
L

***Untrimmed configuration; with front wing elevons, trimmed CLmax will

will be greater than untrtmmed CLmax.

3.4 DETAILED STALL AND BUFFET CHARACTERISTICS

Volume II of this report presents flow visualization photographs of tuft

patterns on configuration BFR at angles of attack of -3, 0, 6, and 12 degrees.

The latter angle of attack corresponds approximately to CLmax. At this condi-

tion considerable flow separation is evident on the front wing except at the

root. At a = 12 deg the rear wing exhibits some less extensive areas of

separated flow except at its root. The absence of flow separation at the wing

roots is encouraging, since no fillets were employed on either 'ing.

In view of the extensive separation displayed at a - 12 deg, the flat too

of the CL - a= cur've at higher angles of attack indicates that considerable

vortex lift is developed at angles of attack greater than 12 degrees, despite

the fact that the leading edge is not sharp (L.E. radius = 0.89% chord).

Tuft wand examination of configuration BFRS at a = 20 deg showed strong

v¢orticity emanating from the strake leading edge. At this condition the fow
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near the front wing leading edge was separated along its entire span, but no

concentrated vortices could be detected emanating from the front wing. Even

in the unstalled regime (a > 6 degrees), no concentrated vortex was found to

emanate from the front wing, although the standard tip vortex was readily

identified located at approximately 95% of the span. (The tip vortex was

found when the tuft wand was placed at least 0.5 local chord lengths aft of

the rear wing.) The front and rear wings combine to generate a single pair of

tip vortices of a generally similar type to that produced by a conventional

monoplane. However, the lateral spacing between the tip vortices appears

to be slightly wider than for a monoplane.

In view of the high CL,'s obtained in the 600 sweep canard some comments

on the observed flow found from tuft wands are of interest. With both the

60 deg and 30 deg canards the buffet at a > 6 degrees was markedly reduced,

compared to the canard-off configurations. (Adding the strake also reduced

buffet.) The 60 deg canard generated a strong L.E. vortex. At a = 11 deg

this vortex passed between the front and rear wings, clearing the front wing

by approximately 1.5 local chords. Between a - 11 and a = 15 deg this vortex

moved above the rear wing such that at a = 15 deg it cleared the rear wing by

approximately 0.3 of its local chord. At a = 20 deg the clearance reached

approximately 1.5 times the local chord. These observations show that the

high CL developed for a > 15 degrees is not due to impingement of the canard

vortices onto either the front or rear joined wing. For a = 20 deg, with the

600 canard on, the front wing developed a concentrated leading edge vortex

located approximately 4 in. outboard of the outboard edge of the strake. This

vortex did not appear for the canard-off configuration at the same angle of

attack. Therefore it is not a 3tandard "sharp leading-edge" vortex, but

appears to be induced by the canard.

From the flow configurations described above it is concluded t-at:

(1) The joined wing does not exhibit premature or
localized flow separation.

(2) 1he joined wing has gentle stall characteristics,
giving a flat-topped C. - a graph, particularl,
when a strake is fitted.
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(3) Favorable interactions occur between the canard
and the joined wing which increase the stalling
angle of attack to >22 degrees.

(4) The joined wing generates extensive vortex lift
at high angles of attack, despite the relative
bluntness of its airfoils (L.E. radius - 0.89%
chord).

(5) The joined wing displays considerable buffet at
a > 6 degrees. The buffet intensity is moder-
ately reduced by the strake, and is greatly
reduced by the 30-degree and 60-degree canards.
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4.0 PITCHING MOMENT CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section analyzes the pitching moment data presented in

Volume II. In that volume the pitching moment data are graphed as C-

versus CL curves, with C. measured about the axis system defined in

Volume II. As will be shown, additional insight c2n be gained by

graphing Cm versus angle of attack, and by referring C, to a fixed moment

center which approximately coincides with the configuration's aerodynamic

center location at low angles of attack. Hence the C, results given in

this section supplement, and do not duplicate, the corresponding results

of Volume II.

Section 4.2 discusses the pitching moment characteristics at low

angles of attack and compares the test results with theoretical predic-

tions obtained by vortex-lattice calculations. Both the conventional and

joined wing configurations display appreciable differences between theory

and experiment. These are ascribed to the fuselage, which was not

included 4n the vortex-lattice mathematical model. The front wing

elevons are shown to generate adequate control moments, despite their

short moment arm. A brief discussion of trim drag is given, extending

the drag analysis of Section 3.

Section 4.3 summarizes the pitching moment characteristics at high

angles of attack. It is shown that the high CL's obtained by the addi-

tion of a canard surface are associated with large nose-up pitching

moments.

Section 4.4. discusses the implications of the measured pitching

moment characteristics for design of joined wing airplanes and missiles.



4.2 PITCHING MOMENT CHARACTERISTICS AT LOW AMNGLES OF ATTACK

As explained in Section 2, the conventional configuration BWHDV and
the joined wing configuration BFR were both optimized for CL = 0.645,

i.e., the wing twist and camber were computed to yield trim with minimum

induced drag at this CL. Accordingly, the wing incidences were selected

to give approximately zero fuselage angle of attack at the design CL - 0.645.

Typically CL - 0.8 is attained-at a 1 2 degrees. At higher CL's separated

flow is prevalent. Hence the low angle of attack range will be defined

at a < 2 degrees. Within this range meaningful comparisons can be made

between experiment and theory based on inviscid flow models, such as the

vortex-lattice theory of Refs. 12 and 13, which was employed to design

both the joined and cantilever wings. The results of such a comparison

are given in Table 11.

Table 11 shows that the vortex-lattice method predicts Cmo to be

more positive than the experimentally determined value. This overpre-

diction apparently occurred because the fuselage was not represented in

the vortex-lattice model. The Cmo collection required to bring theory

into agreement with experiment is reasonably consistent for a given fuse-

lage length (-0.262 and -0.260 for BWHDV and BFR respectively, and -0.336

and -0.425 respectively for the long-nose configurations BWHDV and 3NFR)

The vortex-lattice method also overpredicts the static margin -3Cn/ 3 CL,

by an increment which is fairly consistent for those joined wing and

conventional configurations which have the same fuselage. For the

canard-on configuration BNFRC30 the overprediction is large. This is

expected, since 39% of the canard span is covered by the fuselage, and

the long moment arm of the canard magnifies the error resulting from not

modeling the fuselage/canard interference.

The above-described differences between predicted and experimental

pitching moment characteristics do not imply any inherent inaccuracy in

the vortex-lattice method ner se. They merely demonstrate that vortex-

lattice models should include either a representation of the fuselage, or

an empirical correction based on experimental data, such as that given in

Table Il.
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Elevon Effectiveness. The test results on configuration BFRSE

indicate elevon effectiveness parameters of:

3Cm ;CL
- 0.86 per radian , _ 0.54 per radian

Ratioing these parameters yields the effective center of pressure of the

airload induced by elevon deflection. This is shown on Fig. 31. Note

that the c.p. is located forward of the centroid of area of the elevons,

giving the elevons a larger moment arm than might be expected. The for-

ward location of the c.p. results from the moment induced by the elevon

downwash on the rear wing.

Trim Drag. If trim drag is defined as the increment in drag due to

control deflection, then trim drag may be obtained by differencing the

ACD values given in Table 8. With this definition the trim drag is zero

when the controls are undeflected, hence a graph of trim drag versus

control deflection passes through the origin. Figure 32 illustrates such

graphs, drawn for configurations BFRSE and BWHDV. For the former the

control is elevon deflection; the latter configuration is controlled by

varying the incidence of the horizontal tail. In Figure 32 the experi-

mentally derived data points at control deflections of -10, 0, and

10 degrees have been fitted by parabolic curves.

Figure 32, in conjunction with Figs. 29 and 30, indicates that the

drag penalty for nose-up trimming moments is greater for the conventional

configuration than for the joined wing configuration.

4.3 PITCHING MOMENT CHARACTERISTICS AT HIGH kNGLES OF ATTACK

Conventional Configuration. Figure 33 graphs the C. - a variation

for configuration BWHDV from runs 3, 6, and 7. The moment reference

center for all runs has been moved aft by 0.4444 times the reference

chord, to give approximately zero static margin at low angles of attack.

This was done to obtain a uniform basis for comparison with the other

configurations. it also provides a realistic condition because operation

at small, zero, or negative static margins is typical for modern control-

configured vehicles.
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Figure 33 should be compared with Fig. 28, which graphs the same Cm

data versus CL. Figure 28 illustrates the near-zero static margins

attained at low CL, but does not provide much useful information at high

CL's, when the CL - a variation is negative (i.e., beyond the stall).

Figure 33 is of more value for such conditions: it shows that a strong

pitch-down tendency exists at high angles of attack. Data from run

No. 1, not shown on Fig. 33, confirms that this trend continues to

1 - 14 degrees, which was the highest angle of attack at which the

conventional configuration was tested.

The highly nonlinear form of the Cm - CL graph for CL < CLmax is

believed to be partially due to the high camber employed. Data given in

Volume II (Fig. IIc) show that this pitch-down effect also occurs for the

tail-off configuration. The results may therefore not be representative

of configurations designed for CL's appreciably less than the design CL

of 0.645 employed here (e.g., current Tomahawk type cruise missiles).

Joined Wing Configuration. As explained in Section 1, high-CL data

on the joined wing and hybrid configurations were taken at q = 7.5 lb/ft ,

yielding a lower Reynolds number than the conventional configuration

shown in Fig. 33. This reduces the confidence level for comparisons of

high angle of attack. With this reservation, we may proceed to study the

pitching moment characteristics of the joined wing configurations.

Figure 34 presents these data in a similar form to the conventional con-

figuration data graphed in Fig. 33, i.e., the moment center has been

relocated to yield approximately zero static margin at low angles of

attack.

Figures 29 and 34 should be studied together, although the configu-

rations illustrated are slightly different (BFRSE for Fig. 29, BFRS for

Fig. 34). 3elow the stall, Fig. 29 indicates that the static margin

increases, giving a pitch-down tendency for C, versus a (Fig. 34) which

is of similar magnitude to that for the conventional configuration. -he

high camber selected is believed to be responsible for this nonlinear

characteristic.
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For BFR and BFRS CLmax occurs at a z 11 degrees, but the CL -

curves are very flat for a > 11 degrees, as shown in Fig. 27. For

a > 10 degrees a pitch-up tendency occurs for BFR (Fig. 34) and BFRS

(Vol. II, Fig. 19c). From the tuft photos given in Volume 1I it appears

that this pitch-up is associated with the fact that attached flow is main-

tained at the front wing root, although the flow over most of the rest

of the wind has separated. Comparing the high angle of attack CL's for

strake-on and strake-off configurations (see Fig. 27) indicates that a

high local CL at the front wing root exists both with and without the

strake. This high local CL could be reduced by tailoring the airfoil at

the front wing root to stall at a slightly lower angle of attack. Alter-

natively, it can be used to increased trimmed CLmax if a flap is incor-

porated on the inner portion of the rear wing. Deflecting such a flap

T.E. down would increase total lift while re-establishing trim.

Hybrid Configuration. Figure 35 shows that the 600 sweep canard

provides a large nose-up pitching moment at high angles of attack. Data

graphed in Volume II (Fig. 30c) indicate that the canard is an effectiv:e

trimming surface for a < 7 degrees, but no canard incidence variations

were tested at nigher angles of attack. Therefore it is not known

whether the nose-up pitching moment shown in Fig. 35 could be trimmed

by the canard. A combination of canard deflection, front wing elevon

deflection, and rear wing flap deflection might be required to maintain

trim at the high CL's provided by the canard.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the hybrid configuration with the

300 caaard were intermediate between those with the 600 canard and no

canard. The 600 canard configuration appears to be preferable in that it

provides higher and has a lower C~min.
CL max mn

4.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR FULL-SCALE CONFIGURATIONS

Reference 1 discusses the application of the Joined wing to full

scale configurations, especially cruise missiles. in Ref. I some dis-

cussion was given of the potential advantages of the joined wing with
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respect to trimmed %max. It was pointed out that to obtain high trimmed

CLmax the local CLmax at the front wing root should be as high as possi-

ble. It is noteworthy that in the present tests this portion of the wing

appears to have stalled last, despite the fact that no fillets were used.

It is also remarkable that CLmax was not much affected by the strake (see

Fig. 27). In view of these test results, it appears that the emphasis

given in Ref. I to obtaining high root CLmax was perhaps misplaced. The

data from the present tests suggest that the major concern should focus

less on obtaining a high root C and more on the question of how a high

root CL can be trimmed. A rear wing flap is indicated, and it is recom-

mended that such a flap should be included in any future joined wing

tests. This flap would be a trimming device, not a primary control. As

shown in Ref. 1, controls mounted on the front wing do not produce an

initial wrong-way height response, and thus provide faster and more

precise control of the flight path, than an aft-mounted elevator.
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5.0 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This section summarizes the results of measurements of the lateral

stability and control characteristics of the conventional, joined wing

and hybrid configurations. It is shown that the latter have low direc-

tional stability, due to the small size of the fin employed on the

present model and its limited moment arm. Methods of improving direc-

tional stability without increasing fin area are discussed.

Dihedral effect is shown to be positive for all configurations,

the joined wing configurations displaying approximately 50% more rolling

moment per degree of sideslip than the conventional configurations.

Outboard ailerons mounted on the rear wings are shown to provide

good roll control with only very slight yaw coupling. Inboard ailerons

(elevons) mounted on the front wing are shown to be less desirable.

5.2 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

Figure 36 shows side views of the basic joined wing configuration 3FR

and of the conventional configuration BWHDV. The moment centers at

F.S. 66.58 and F.S. 73.007 are also indicated. From Fig. 36 and the

dimensional data of Table 1 it is clear that the vertical tail of the

joined wing contributes much less to Cnz than the vertical tail of the

conventional configuration. This is because the joined wing vertical

tail has a smaller area, shorter moment arm, and lower aspect ratio than

the vertical tail of the conventional configuration, as follows:

,
Unless otherwise stated, moments are taken about the moment

centers listed in Table 1, and derivatives are referred to these moment
centers. As shown in Sec. 4 the moment centers give approximate!: equal
static margins for all configurations at low angles of attack.
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.oment Arm Aspect

Exposed Area to 1/4 Chord Ratio

Joined Wing 0.2433 ft2  23.291 in. 1.10

Conventional 0.5781 ft2  48.657 in. 4.741

Ratio Joined Wing 0.4209 0.4787 0.232

Conventional

The above ratios indicate that the joined wing configuration will have a

considerably lower Cn5 than the conventional configuration. This trend

is reinforced by the fact that the moment center of the joined wing is

located 6.427" further aft than that of the conventional configuration.

This increases the destabilizing yawing moment of the fuselage.

Table 12 shows CnS, CZ8, and the cross-wind force derivative Cc,

in wind axes for all the configurations for which sideslip data were

measured. From Table 12 it is apparent that, while the conventional

configurations have high directional stability, Cn. is neutral or

slightly unstable for most of the joined wing configurations. It is of

interest to examine what can be done to improve directional stability of

the joined wing configurations. The moment arm is dictated by the wing

sweep angles and is not easily changed. The fin area can be increased,

but for the present cruise missile configuration the fin height was

limited by wing folding considerations, hence the additional area should

be added as a ventral fin similar to that employed in the conventional

configuration. A further possibility is to add effective fin area by

tailoring the dihedral angles of the front and rear joined wings, i.e.,

less positive dihedral on the front wing and more negative dihedral on

the rear wing. To examine this possibility the relative contributions

of the fuselage wing and tail to directional stability must be deter-

mined. This is done below.

Isolated-fuselage directional stability measurements were not

performed, but equivalent data -can be derived from the longitudinal

tests on the "body-alone" configuration. These yield Cn. - -Cma x c/b.
The resulting Cn values are given in the lower two rows of Table 13.

3y adjusting these values to the appropriate moment center (making use
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of CL. measurements to obtain C., of the isolated body) the wing-plus-

fin contributions to CnS and Cc 3 can be estimated. These contributions

are shown in Table 13 as ACna and ACts, and are discussed below.

First consider the side-force contribution, ACc. The joined wing

configurations produce a ACca equal to approximately 70% of that given

by the vertical tail of configuration BUHDV. This is much more than

would be expected from the relative exposed areas and aspect ratios

tabulated at the beginning of this section. Clearly the joined wings

(even with the low dihedral angles employed here) generate substantial

side forces due to sideslip. However, the contribution to Cn of the

joined wing and its fin is only approximately 25% of that due to the

ventral-plus-dorsal fins of the conventional configuration. To obtain

more benefit from the joined wing sideforce capability, the dihedral

angles should be tailored so as to move the lateral c.p. further aft.

Table 12 indicates that this is feasible since the joined wing CZ. is

approximately 50% greater than that of the conventional configuration

with 3 degrees of dihedral. Hence the average joined wing dihedral can

be reduced, as suggested above, without reducing CZz to less than that

of the conventional aircraft.

The general conclusion drawn from this is that joined wing vehicles

are likely to require somewhat larger vertical tails than conventional

vehicles, but not excessively so, provided that dihedral angles are

properly selected.

Nonlinear Directional Stabilitv. For most of the runs listed

in Table 12 only three sideslip angles were employed: -10, 0, and

+10 degrees. For configuration BFR tests were also conducted at -5 and

+5 degrees of sideslip. As shown in Table 12, Cn. was approximately

0.0157 rad - I lower for the larger sideslip angles. This is not a

serious drop. However, since it might become more severe at larger

sideslip angles, it is worth while to determine the cause of the non-

linearity. The tuft photos given in Vol. II are helpful in this regard.

Comparing photos No. 3, 9, and 10 indicates that, at 10 deg sideslip,

trailing edge separation occurs on the Joined wing fin, near its inter-

section with the rear wing. Presumably this is due to the high pressure
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region on the rear wing undersurface. A streamlined body fairing of

semi-circular cross-section starting at about 50% of the rear wing root

chord and extending beyond the fin trailing edge might reduce this sepa-

ration. It is recommended that such a fairing should be incorporated in

future joined wing wind tunnel models.

5.3 LATERAL CONTROL

Two methods of lateral control were examined:

(1) Ailerons mounted outboard on the rear wing

(2) Elevons mounted inboard on the front wing

These controls were simulated by bent strips of aluminum sheet bolted to

the appropriate wing, as described in Vol. II. (See also Fig. 11 of the

present volume.) Figures 37 and 38 graph the measured derivatives CZ6A,

CndA , Cc6A , C6E,, Cn6E, Cc6 E , per radian, expressed in wind axes. (The

prime on 6E' indicates differential elevon deflection.) The control

deflection angles 6A and SE" are defined such that one angular unit

(radian) of SA or SE' corresponds to one unit of down-deflection on the

port wing applied simultaneously with one unit of up-deflection on the

starboard wing. Figure 39 illustrates the ratio of yawing moment to

rolling moment for the ailerons and elevons. From Figs. 37, 38 and 39

it can be concluded that:

(1) The ailerons produce very little yawing moment compared
to rolling moment (13% in the worst case at a = 6.22 deg,
corresponding to CL 0.06). This desirable character-
istic stems from the negative dihedral of the rear wing,
which causes the differential lifts on each rear wing
half to generate yawing (as well as rolling) moments
which approximately cancel the yawing moments due to
differential induced drag.

(2) The elevons produce a relatively large ratio of yawing
to rolling moment (41% at a - -6.22 deg, which corre-
sponds to CL 0.1). This appears to be due to positive
dihedral of the front wing.

(3) As woulu be expected, the outboard-mounted ailerons are
typically 2.2 times more effective than the inboard-
mounted elevons in generating rolling moments.
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In addition to the data presented here, Vol. II presents measure-

ments of CL, CM, and CD, with positive, negative and neutral deflections

of ailerons and elevons (see Figs. 23 and 24 of Vol. II). These -ata

show that there are only negligible changes of pitching moment and lift

as a result of equal and opposite control deflections. Thus the lateral

controls do not produce any undesired longitudinal effects.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

I. Comparative low-speed wind tunnel tests of joined wing versus conv-

entional wing configurations show that the theoretically-predicted

induced drag advantage of the joined wing is attained or surpassed

over a wide range of lift coefficients.

2. The trimmed maximum lift coefficient (based on exposed area) of

joined wing configurations is higher than that of conventional

configurations, particularly if a canard is added to the joined

wing. The canard/joined wing interaction substantiallv increases

CLmax*

3. The joined wing configurations exhibited milder stall characteris-

tics than the conventional configurations, with little fall-off in

lift coefficient at post-stall angles of attack.

4. For both the conventional and joined wing configurations tested the

pitching moment varied nonlinearly with lift coefficient in the

unstalled flow regime, giving a pitch-down characteristic. At post-

stall conditions the joined wing displayed a pitch-up tendency, due

to the flow remaining attached near the root of the front wing. At

similar angles of attack the conventional configuration retained a

pitch-down characteristic.

5. For the joined wing configuration tested here the directional

stability contribution of the dihedralled wings did not fully com-

pensate for the low directional stability supplied by the small

vertical tail.

6. Front wing elevons provided effective pitch control. Rear wing

ailerons gave effective roll control, with only verv slight yaw

moments and are preferable to front wing ailerons.
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7. The strength advantage of full-scale (hollow) joined wings is not

obtained with solid model wings. Such wings require reinforcing

inserts to obtain the strength of solid monoplane wings of the same

span and area.

8. The joined wing with approximately equal positive and negative

dihedral angles provides a net positive dihedral effect which is

approximately 50% greater than that of a conventional wing with

3 degrees of dihedral.

6.2 RECOteDENDATIONS FOR FURTHER UORK

I. Additional tests at higher Reynolds numbers, with a strengthened

version of the existing model should be performed. These tests

would check the effects of Reynolds number on the drae -id high-lift

characteristics.

2. Tests should be performed to exploit the high CLmax ned from

canard/joined wing interactions. These tests should r ide tests

of trimmed CLmax using an elevator on the rear wing as a trimming

control surface.

3. Analyses and tests should be performed zo study the quantitative

improvements in directional stability that can be obtained through

employing increased negative dihedral on the rear wing with reduced

positive dihedral on the front wing.

4. Theoretical methods of improved accuracy should be developed to

calculate the induced drag and pitching moment characteristics of

joined wings. Particular attention should be given to tailoring

the high offset of the drag polar in order to achieve low trimmed

induced drag over a wide range of lift coefficient.

5. Additional wind tunnel tests at higher 'Mach number should be per-

formed, to study the transonic characteristics of joined wings.

6. Structural, aeroelastic, and preliminary design studies of airplane

and missile configurations should be performed to quantify the gains

in performance offered by the joined wing.
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APPENDIX A

DISCUSSION OF JOINED WING WIND TUNNEL
MODEL STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

A.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

As explained in Refs. 1 and 2, the joined wing requires an uncon-

ventional distribution of structural material for maximum strength.

This distribution was not built into the wind tunnel models tested here,

because of cost constraints. As a result, the joined wing model tested

was less strong than the equivalent cantilever wing model. T'he test

dynamic pressure and Reynolds numbers were consequently lower than those

originally planned. Although no serious disadvantage resulted from this

in the present test, the problem may recur in future joined wing tests,

possibly limiting Mach number to undesirably low values. it therefore

merits some further discussion, given below.

Consider Fig. A.I. This shows that the lift load acting upon any

chordwise section of a joined wing at a distance y from the aircraft's

plane of symmetry may be resolved into two components,

(1) An "inplane" component, AL sin i, inclined at
the local "tilt angle," 6. This component acts
within the plane of the truss formed by the
joined wings.

(2) An "out-of-plane" component %'L cos 9.

The inplane component is well resisted by the truss structure, but the

truss provides no special advantage in resisting the out-of-plane compo-

nent. Therefore the joined wing structural material must be disposed

so that each wing resists out-of-plane loads. For a full-scale air-

craft, employing a conventional hollow wing structural box, this can be

achieved by concentrating the wing box material at the maximum possible

distance from the local plane of the truss (i.e., the plane x-x in

Fig. A.1. This increases the wing's effective beam depth about its

bending axis, as shown in the lower part of Fig. A.I. As shown in

A.1
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Ref. 2 this form of structural material distribution provides a struc-

ture which is substantially lighter and stiffer than a conventional wing

plus tail carrying the same total lift, with the same parasite and

induced drag.

The foregoing discussion relates to full-scale (hollow) wings. It

requires modification for model (solid) wings, constructed from uniform

materials, with no voids. Most wind tunnel models employ solid wings.

For such construction, comparing monoplane versus joined wings with

similar spans and gross horizontal projected areas, the strength/weight

ratios are found to be similar.

It can also be shown that (if identical airfoils are employed) the

solid joined wing contains only half as much structural material as its

above-defined cantilever counterpart. Hence, if constructed from the

same material, the solid joined wing has only half the bending strength

of the solid cantilever wing, and therefore it cannot be tested at more

than half the limiting dynamic pressure of the cantilever wing.

This restriction was realized at an early stage in planning the

tests described herein, but it was expected that the (wooden) joined

wing could be strengthened by metal inserts. Subsequent detailed

studies revealed that such inserts were too costly for the model con-

struction budget. Solid metal wings also proved to be prohibitively

expensive. Cost considerations therefore dictated unreinforced wood

construction for both the joined and cantilever wings. As discussed in

Section 1, this resulted in the test Reynolds numbers being lower than

had originally been planned. No special problem resulted from this in

the present tests, but in future joined wing tests such a limitation

might not be acceptable.

In summary, the predicted structural advantages of the joined wing

concept for full-scale (hollow) wings do not apply to wind tunnel models

with solid wings constructed of uniform material. Such models may

require reinforcing inserts of high-strength material to permit tests to

be conducted at the desired Reynolds and Mach numbers.
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A.2 MODEL STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY AS LIMITING FACTORS
ON THE TEST CONDITIONS

For the reasons explained above the joined wing model strength

limited the test dynamic pressure to approximately one half of the

limiting dynamic pressure permitted by the strength of the monoplane

wing. Thus static stress analysis of the monoplane wing indicated it

would support a CL of 1.2 at q - 30.0 lb/ft 2 , whereas with an equal

factor of safety (- 3.0 based on yield stress) and equal CL the joined

wing would be limited to q - 15.0 lb/ft2 . A further restriction was

imposed on the joined wing after observing the stall buffet character-

istics of the rear wing.

During runs at stalled and post-stalled conditions at q - 7.5 lb/

ft2 the monoplane wing tip oscillated approximately 0.6 inch peak-to-

peak, in a normal buffeting mode. By contrast, at the same q and angle

of attack, the joined wing tip oscillated only with an amplitude of

approximately 0.1 inch peak-to-peak. However the rear joined wing

developed a noticeable oscillation with a maximum amplitude of.approxi-

mately 0.4 inch peak-to-peak at 1/3 of its span inboard from the tip.

At this location the (steady component of) deflection of the rear joined

wing also attained its maximum value. The co-location of this maximum

steady deflection with the maximum oscillation amplitude caused some

concern. However no model failure occurred during the tests, nor was

any splitting of the wooden wing material found.

It is not known whether the observed buffet represented an incipi-

ently dangerous condition, but since no flutter analyses had been

performed it was decided to restrict the angle of attack to 7 degrees at

q =15.0 lb/ft 2. Therefore the joined wing tests done at a > 7 deg were

performed at q = 7.5 lb/ft 2 and hence a lower Reynolds number than the

corresponding monoplane tests. Thus comparisons of post-stall behavior

between the joined wing and the monoplane wing were not made at equal

Reynolds numbers. However, the joined wing CL vs. a results at q - 7.5

and q - 15.0 lb/ft 2 were in close agreement for a < 7 degrees.
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